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CHAPTER 2

The Problem of the White Citizen

Two public acts characterized the democratic will of antebellum America: the vote and the riot. The age that heralded the rise of the first mass democracy in the world was also one of the most violent, turbulent times in American history. Riots, lynch mobs, insurrections, and other disturbances swept the urban landscape like a panic. In 1835 alone, seventy-one people died in 147 riots across the country. Between 1830 and 1865 over seventy percent of all cities with a population of 20,000 or more experienced some kind of major civil disorder.1 Jacksonian mobs rioted for many reasons but the greatest number were in defense of slavery and Black subordination. Mobs attacked Black people, abolitionists, "amalgamators"—anyone whose actions or mere existence raised the specter of social equality. But the riots were not the spontaneous actions of a few drunk mechanics gone mad. Hardly. The majority were organized, disciplined, and under the leadership of the city's most prominent gentlemen. Mayors, congressmen, attorneys general, physicians, lawyers, and newspaper editors directed the mobs' activities at night and defended them in the morning, often citing them as expressions of the "will of the majority." The riots, participants argued, were necessary to preserve American democracy from attempts to undermine it by abolitionists, Negroes, and Tory agents.2

How could such violence be done in the name of democracy and slavery alike? How could men, esteemed and lowly, invoke the heroes of
the Revolutionary War as they burned Black tenements? How could citizens of a democratic republic perpetuate such tyranny and terror? These questions go to the heart of the problem of race in American democracy. Their answer, I argue, lies in an analysis of the relationship between race and democracy that was established in the antebellum era. In particular, it lies in the relationship between what it meant to be a citizen and what it meant to be white.

A common apology for the white mobs is that they represented a sad aberration of democracy. The universal democratic ideals of the Declaration of Independence and the Constitution had not yet been fully implemented in the body politic due to significant exclusions based on race, gender, and class. Racist mobs were tragic proof that the United States had a ways to go before it would fully live up to its own ideals. Underlying this explanation is the assumption that the mobs were anti-democratic. But this is certainly not how the rioters understood their actions. They took themselves to be protectors of republican institutions. Mob leaders presented themselves as patriots—several claimed to have ancestors who came over on the Mayflower—while mobs christened themselves with names like the Sons of Liberty and the Minutemen. The mobs saw anti-Black riots as absolutely democratic, whether they involved tarring Black people or smashing abolitionist presses. The question, then, is not whether the white rioters were democratic but what kind of democracy they believed in, practiced, and fought for.

Riots and other acts of racial oppression served to protect the color line. But this line was much more than a bar that excluded certain people from membership in the republic or that undermined democratic ideals. It constructed democratic citizenship itself. And in turn, citizenship served to construct and defend the color line. The result was the white citizen. To say that the antebellum American citizen was white is not an empirical observation. Rather, it is an acknowledgment of a successful political struggle in which certain persons won the right to proclaim themselves white and therefore citizens or potential citizens, largely by distinguishing themselves from slaves and free Black persons.
The origins of this struggle lie in seventeenth-century colonial Virginia. Not just racism but the American racial order itself was invented on the plantations of the colonial South, largely by extending social and political rights as well as economic opportunities to one section of the poor while withholding them from another. The story then moves to the Jacksonian period, in which the rise of mass democracy is interdependent with the development of a racialized class consciousness. Using Judith Shklar's conception of citizenship as standing, I argue that white chauvinism did not contradict citizenship but was constitutive of it. As American workers fought to define themselves as producers and citizens, many of them also fought to define themselves as white. I then turn to Tocqueville's *Democracy in America* to show that democracy and white tyranny were not contradictory tendencies in the age of Jackson. The twin "inevitabilities" Tocqueville observes—the "gradual progress of equality" and the intractability of racial prejudice—coexisted because equal citizenship depended on a system of formal and informal controls that maintained racial hierarchy. This hierarchy was enforced by white women as well as white men, for although white women were the legal and social dependents of white men in the nineteenth century, they nevertheless enjoyed racial standing. Black women and men, on the other hand, were not citizens at all but the antithesis against whom citizenship was defined. I argue that the distinction between dependent citizenship and anticitizenship helps explain the relationship between gender and race in the United States. Finally, I return to Du Bois's critique of the white working class to show how, in defending their racial prerogatives, white women and men closed off opportunities to imagine freedom and equality in more radical ways. In so doing, they disfigured democratic movement in the United States.

**Slavery and the Origins of the White Race**
Race as we now know it did not exist when the first colonists landed on the shores of the New World. (Native Americans may have been "uncivilized" in manner and "tawny" in color to the first settlers, but their humanity was not in question.) The first inkling of a new way to organize
human beings accompanied the arrival of the first Africans to Jamestown, Virginia, in 1619. The exact social status of these immigrants from the West Indies and Africa is unclear, but most scholars agree that while some arrived already enslaved, others arrived as or became servants; still others were or became free. Regardless, all of the first African immigrants, slave, servant, or free, possessed most of the same rights and duties as other Virginians. They could buy and sell cattle, sue and be sued, earn money, do penance in the church, and if enslaved sometimes purchase their children's freedom, or even their own. The first African Americans held minor political offices, voted, and owned property—including slaves and servants. But by 1660, lines were being drawn to separate Africans from all other settlers. By 1700, they were definitively distinguished socially, economically, and politically from other colonists. Just how the status of Africans, initially tenuous yet generally divided along the same class distinctions that differentiated English colonists, declined to slavery and debasement while the lot of the English poor appreciably improved tells the story of how not just racial discrimination but race itself was invented in North America.

According to Edmund Morgan, there were two ingredients that formed the foundation of the American system of race. The first was hatred of Indians. Initially, the English saw Indians as savages but potentially assimilable into English civilization. This was an ethnocentric vision, certainly, but not a racist one. After an attack on Jamestown in 1622 by a confederation of Indian tribes reacting to English expansion in the region, however, the English gave up any plans to "civilize" the first peoples. Indians became an implacable enemy, and the new wisdom was enslavement or extermination. The second ingredient was indentured servitude. Servitude was a condition shared by most poor colonists, including many Africans. It was often as harsh and degrading as slavery. Servants could be bought or sold by any master so long as they were still under contract. A master could unilaterally extend a term of service as punishment for trifling or invented offenses. Given the mortality rate in the early part of the seventeenth century (Morgan estimates it was as high as fifty percent until the 1650s), many servants died
before fulfilling their terms. Their chances of freedom and survival slim, servants were in a position similar to slaves and perhaps worse, for the limited terms often encouraged masters to work servants as hard as they could before their term expired.

The degradations of servitude and the constant threat of Indian attack combined with hardening class distinctions to produce a volatile social order in Virginia by the 1660s. In addition, most of the land was already claimed by established tobacco growers, leaving only the dangerous frontier available to freed servants. Further, the colony had an acute shortage of potential spouses. Even by the turn of the century, just one-third of all colonists were women. The result was a class of young, landless, largely single, and increasingly rowdy freemen. Yet even as the colony’s restless free English population grew, the tobacco plantations continued to require a cheap, exploitable, and stable labor source. From the planter’s perspective, something had to be done.

The Virginia elite’s solution to its labor problem was slavery. Mortality rates in the colony began to level off by the 1660s, making slaves a better bargain than indentured servants because slaves could now be expected to live and toil longer than the five or seven years of a servant’s contract. And anyway, the number of servants arriving in the colonies was not keeping up with the demand for labor. On the other hand, imported African or West Indian slaves were plentiful, cheap, and politically powerless. They had no “rights of Englishmen” to appeal to or representatives to defend their interests. The planter’s option for slavery as the principal form of plantation labor was therefore chosen based on rational economic calculations and the existence of a ready supply of a politically weak labor source. It was not made based on some notion that Africans were an inferior race biologically predisposed to hard labor. That came later.

African slavery solved the labor problem, but it could not guarantee social peace. If anything, it contributed to a climate of rebellion, for might not slaves make common cause with disgruntled freeman and collectively resist their poverty and degradation? A frightening omen of this was Bacon’s Rebellion of 1676, in which an anti-Indian crusade by
poor Europeans and Africans turned mutinous as men led by Nathaniel Bacon trained their arms on the rich as well as the Indians, sending the Virginia leadership scurrying to offshore English ships for protection. Though short-lived and producing no lasting results, Bacon’s rebellion proved the insurgent dispositions of the poor freemen and their willingness to unite with rebellious slaves. (For example, the last group of Bacon’s men captured was a band of eighty Africans and twenty Englishmen.) Poor Africans and Europeans were already living, working, fighting, and suffering together. Some slept together. Obviously, poor Englishmen and -women of the first fifty or so years of Virginia’s history did not share in the virulent racial prejudice that would rule the land by the eighteenth century. Whatever prejudice did exist at the time—and undoubtedly there was some—was apparently weaker than nascent class loyalties.

Morgan argues that in order to prevent class unity and another rebellion, Virginia’s elite deliberately attempted to divide the dangerous freemen from the dangerous slaves with a “screen of racial contempt.” Slavery was affixed exclusively to Africans by law and, through a series of legislative measures, the African and English populations were divided and set against each other. While there had been earlier laws fastening lifetime slave status to already enslaved Africans and their offspring, six years after Bacon’s rebellion only non-Africans and non-Indians were excluded from the possibility of enslavement. Through a series of acts from 1670 to 1705, the Virginia assembly made laws distinguishing Africans and Indians from the English. They forbade Africans and Indians to own Christian servants, in which the legal definition of “Christian” now excluded baptized African and Native Americans. They forbade Africans from striking any Christian servant, allowing servants to bully slaves without fear of reprisal, an act that Morgan says placed servants “psychologically on par with masters.” The government seized all property slaves had been allowed to accrue and distributed it to “the poor,” that is, to English servants. Only Christians could now own property. The law forbade sexual relations between “Christians and negroes.” It punished Englishwomen severely for having children by an African
father. It defined a child's social status according to the status of the mother, meaning that all children of English male–African female relationships would be cast into the degraded group. Africans and Indians were denied the right to vote, testify in court, serve on juries, or possess arms. Racial domination—at the time inchoate, novel, and a mere prototype of what it later became—was a deliberate policy of the Virginia ruling elite. "If Negro slavery came to Virginia without anyone having to decide upon it as a matter of public policy, the same is not true of racism," Morgan writes. "By a series of acts, the [Virginia colonial] assembly deliberately did what it could to foster the contempt of whites for blacks and Indians."

The systematic exclusion of Black people—free or slave—through such legislation is a primary fact of American history. It is tragic enough, but to interpret colonial law as a form of power that excluded, repressed, divided, and dominated would only tell the most obvious part of the story, for it was also a productive form of power. It produced new types of social relationships, new forms of knowledge, and a particular form of government. As Michel Foucault admonishes, "We must cease once and for all to describe the effects of power in negative terms: it 'excludes,' it 'represses,' it 'censors,' it 'abstracts,' it 'masks,' it 'conceals.' In fact, power produces; it produces reality; it produces domains of objects and rituals of truth. The individual and the knowledge that may be gained of him belong to this production." We can see the productive nature of power at work in colonial Virginia, for the early legislators did much more than legalize discrimination against African and Native Americans; in drawing discriminatory lines, they created race itself. Slavery was the most profitable form of labor in colonial Virginia, but racial slavery was the solution to the threat of servile insurrection and the problem of how to efficiently and peacefully get the workers—slave and free—to work. Such a system was not the product of inevitable prejudices against Africans on the part of the English but of political decisions made to address immediate, particular problems of social control. Not just racial oppression but race itself was a product of these political choices. Race was not something that was already there, ready
to be picked up by colonial elites and used to divide the masses against themselves. In Theodore Allen's words, the white race literally had to be invented.

Further, the races were produced and hierarchically ordered through the powers and prerogatives of citizenship. Through various legislative measures and social pressures, Virginia elites simultaneously fastened Africans to a lifetime, hereditary, degraded status and created a new group of relatively privileged people heretofore unknown in human history. Remarkably, these measures amassed rich and poor, planter and servant, esteemed and lowly into a single group unified less by ancestry than by the right to own property (including human property), the right to share in the public business, and a pledge to ensure the degraded position of all those defined as Black. As all those of discernible African descent—servant, slave, free, unfree, propertied, propertyless—were thrown down into a single subordinate group, all those who could prove themselves unenslaveable were raised up to a superior group. As their right to possess property was recognized, as their poll tax was reduced, and as their opportunities for land and citizenship increased inversely with the degradation of African Americans, poor English colonists came to identity themselves as "white." They shared this new identity with the planters, further elevating their status and self-esteem. As the benefits of this new social arrangement accrued to poor Englishmen-cum-whites, they came to have a stake in slavery and its racial basis. In this way, the construction of race in the colonial era was achieved through the elaboration of the rights and privileges of the citizen.

Race emerged from the needs of the Virginia upper class to craft a docile and productive labor force. But as the benefits of whiteness became apparent to English laborers, they came to embrace the system by which privileges were conferred in exchange for policing slaves. As the slaveholder T. R. R. Cobb described the arrangement,

The mass of laborers [i.e., slaves] not being recognized among citizens, every citizen feels that he belongs to an elevated class. It matters not that
he is no slaveholder; he is not of the inferior race; he is a freeborn citizen; he engages in no menial occupation. The poorest meets the richest as an equal; sits at his table with him; salutes him as a neighbor; meets him in every public assembly; and stands on the same social platform.\(^\text{14}\)

In alllying themselves with the large planters, poor whites traded class solidarity for whiteness and its accompanying privileges. Racial oppression, then, was reproduced from below as well as from above. The consequences would be fateful in the development of the American democratic creed. Starting in colonial Virginia, Americans and immigrants came to connect freedom with race. The civil rights of the colonist not only served as the basis for American citizenship; they were simultaneously privileges reserved for the white race.\(^\text{15}\)

**Citizens and Slaves of the White Republic**

Race was produced through colonial law, but it was not yet connected to democracy. This occurred in the first half of the nineteenth century. By 1820 the Founding era had passed, and economic developments had already made anachronistic Jefferson's vision of a country of virtuous yeoman farmers. The North in particular was transforming itself into an urban, industrializing nation. In 1820, sixty-three percent of the labor force in New England worked in agriculture; by 1850, only thirty-nine percent did.\(^\text{16}\) Overall, the number of people working in manufacturing jumped 127 percent between 1820 and 1840 and the percentage of people living in towns of eight thousand or more nearly doubled. By 1860 half of all white men worked for wages.\(^\text{17}\) The first waves of European immigration began in earnest in the 1830s, with over 600,000 people depositing themselves in American cities in that decade alone, looking for work and freedom. That number climbed to 2.6 million between 1851 and 1860, to the point where by 1860 nearly twenty percent of the population of the northeast was foreign born.\(^\text{18}\) The emergence of an industrial working class was accompanied by the rise of mass democracy as property requirements for suffrage were swept away, giving the ordinary man the vote for the first time in Western history. It is this
era of rapid industrialization, immigration, and democratization, generally referred to as the Jacksonian era, in which the relationship between whiteness and republican citizenship was cemented.

As the young republic reconciled itself to an industrial future and as workers clamored for political power, Northern labor republicans of "the Democracy" (as the Democratic Party was known then) adopted a new political identity to replace Jefferson's yeoman farmer as the bulwark of democratic-republican ideals: the producer. The producer ethic held that society should be run by those who produce for it: small farmers, mechanics, laborers, and Southern planters. Bankers, speculators, and other representatives of America's quasi-aristocratic class were not producers but parasites who lived off the labor of others. This business class, with its banks and corporations and its control of the press and institutions of education, wanted to do more than simply subject workers to long hours at low pay. It wanted to press workers down into slavery. Lacking conscience or mercy, nonproducers were a hated lot in Jacksonian ideology, for they threatened cherished republican freedom. As an adage of the time went, "Corporations have neither bodies to be kicked, nor souls to be damned." Labor republicans feared that the republic's existence—and their place in it—was fragile and uncertain. The decline of republican institutions and the corruption of civic virtue are typical fears of classical republicanism, but they were given new life in the era of the "tumultuous republic" in which nothing—the permanence of the Union, employment, social status, masculinity, or race—could be taken for granted. The producer ethic was forged out of wage labor and the fear of economic and political dependency. Dependence was slavery, and workers did not have to look far to see what that looked like in practice.

As Judith Shklar argues, American citizenship was a product of this combination of working-class political power and the fear of falling into slavery. In its standard liberal conception, citizenship is defined as equality in the political sphere, equal opportunity in the economic realm, and the right to participate in public affairs. Shklar acknowledges these elements, but she maintains that in the United States the primary
significance of citizenship is that it provides persons with social status, or standing. The importance of American citizenship does not derive from the political power it imparts; on an individual level such power is practically insignificant. Nor does it derive from equality of rights, for it is the distinction between citizen and noncitizen that matters. The value of American citizenship, Shklar argues, is that it confers dignity and standing upon members of the polity over and against noncitizens. The struggle for American citizenship, then, is the struggle for standing, understood as inclusion in the public sphere.21

The quintessential noncitizens of the nineteenth-century American polity were white women and slaves. The exclusion of white women from the vote was essential to reconstructing a masculine identity damaged by the degrading demands of industrial labor. Proletarianized men could not depend on their position as wage laborers to provide a foundation for their household authority like a yeoman farmer could. To compensate, the notion of the father as the family “breadwinner,” whose wages support the family, became the basis of male authority. In defense of this new male, labor republicans took up the struggle for a “family wage” that would enable the male worker to earn enough to provide for himself and his family.22 This new working-class manhood, while securing the male’s place at the head of the household in the private realm, presupposed women’s exclusion from the public realm. Thus efforts by women to participate in public affairs were ridiculed by the official public.23

But it was slavery that particularly distinguished citizens from noncitizens and that has had the greatest impact on American citizenship.24 Shklar argues that American citizenship has been forged as a “virtuous middle” between the lazy lord and the servile slave. The nation had a notable lack of aristocrats but an abundance of slaves. Further, slavery in the States was quite literally the opposite of liberty in a way European republicans could only imagine. “In Europe the slave was a metaphor drawn from the annals of classical antiquity. In America slavery referred to a living presence.”25 To white workers facing a life of wage labor or “wage slavery,” the possibility that they could become actual
slaves was acutely felt. To distinguish themselves from slaves they had to make themselves citizens. As Shklar writes, “Black chattel slavery stood at the opposite social pole from full citizenship and so defined it. The importance of what I call citizenship as standing emerges out of this basic fact of our political history. The value of citizenship was derived primarily from its denial to slaves, to some white men, and to all women.”

The hatred of slavery passed easily into hatred of the slaves. As white workers came to fear the slave, they came to fear Black people and to measure white liberty against Black subjugation. “Working Americans,” David Roediger notes, “expressed soaring desires to be rid of the age-old inequalities of Europe and of any hint of slavery. They also expressed the rather more pedestrian goal of simply not being mistaken for slaves, or ‘negers’ or ‘negurs.’ And they saw not nearly so great a separation between these goals as we do.”

The votes of Jackson Democrats, combined with their fear and hatred of Black people, produced what the sociologist Pierre van den Berghe calls a Herrenvolk democracy, a regime that is “democratic for the master race but tyrannical for subordinate groups.” Under this regime, which persisted until the civil rights movement, all whites are political equals while all not-white persons are relegated to an inferior status. The result is a curious mix of democratic government and egalitarian values along with state repression, mob violence, and an ideology, justified by religion and science, of the eternal inequality of humanity. This mix is epitomized in Vice President of the Confederacy Alexander H. Stephens’s famous “Cornerstone Speech” of 1861:

Many governments have been founded on the principles of subordination and serfdom of certain classes of the same race; such were, and are in violation of the laws of nature. Our system commits no such violation of nature’s law. With us, all the white race, however high or low, rich or poor, are equal in the eyes of the law. Not so with the Negro. Subordination is his place. He, by nature or by the curse against Canaan, is fitted for that condition which he occupies in our system.
Shklar shows that citizenship in a *Herrenvolk* democracy has a twofold nature. It is a mark of equality in that all citizens possess the same rights and responsibilities, but it is also a mark of distinction between those who are citizens and those who are not. A standing conception of citizenship provides citizens with a glass floor below which they can see but cannot fall. Success is not guaranteed by the glass floor, but citizenship assures that one cannot be degraded below it and that one can always see those beneath it and feel superior to them. This twofold nature of American citizenship generates conflict, for it simultaneously enshrines political equality (among citizens) and produces inequality by excluding some people from full citizenship. This conflict, Shklar argues, “has marked every stage of the history of American democracy.”

Shklar’s argument about citizenship as standing goes a long way toward explaining the relationship between slavery, race, and citizenship. She explains the powerful negative relationship between citizenship and slavery: one is a citizen because one is not a slave. She also points out that slavery and Blackness are inextricably connected in the American mind. However, Shklar does not complete the thread. Citizenship was defined against slavery. Blackness and slavery were associated. Black and white were diametrically opposed. All that is left is to complete the square: to be a citizen was also to be white. This is not an empirical observation of who had the vote at the time. Whiteness was not a biological status but a *political* color that distinguished the free from the unfree, the equal from the inferior, the citizen from the slave. Citizenship was not just standing, as Shklar argues, but *racialized* standing.

As the antithesis of the white citizen, then, Black people in the Jacksonian era were not simply noncitizens but *anticitizens*. They were not merely excluded from the social compact, they were the Other that simultaneously threatened and consolidated it. This was graphically illustrated in who won—and lost—the vote in the 1820s and 1830s. As the Democracy ascended, suffrage was extended to all white males as it was stripped from Black men. New York in 1821 and Pennsylvania in 1838, for example, eliminated their property requirements for voting
and proscribed Black male suffrage in the same stroke. From 1819 to the Civil War, every state admitted to the union limited the franchise to white males in their constitutions. By 1860, only six percent of the Northern Black population lived in states in which they could vote (Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Vermont, Rhode Island, and Maine), and only half of eligible voters in these states did vote due to white terror at the polls. The white republic was also defended in state referendums. In the North between 1840 and 1870, equality with Black people was overwhelmingly rejected by white voters in seventeen of nineteen referendums. In addition, Black Northerners were excluded from schools, militias, juries, seats in public transportation, participation in social activities, and the possession of firearms. In some places they were even prohibited from walking on sidewalks.

The changes in citizenship rights effected in the Jacksonian era did more than merely include some and exclude others. These laws and social norms produced the white citizen. Equality and liberty went from abstract principles to lived experiences for the masses of ordinary men (and women to a lesser degree), but they became concrete not as universally held rights but as privileges reserved for members of the white club. White citizenship represents the democratization of social status, extending it from the upper class to the masses by transforming it from a perk of wealth to a perk of race. What Shklar implies but fails to elaborate, then, is that citizenship as standing links democracy to race. Standing not only reconciles equality and freedom with slavery; it builds white domination into democracy. Thus, the democratic problem is not simply the legacy of slavery and racial exclusion or the failure of American democratic practices to live up to American democratic ideals. The democratic problem lies in the white citizen itself.

Because of its political significance, whiteness was not something that could be taken for granted in the antebellum era. It was a badge of status that indicated full membership in the community and rights to all the accompanying perquisites: the right to vote, to earn, to prosper, to educate one's children, to own a firearm, even to riot. Recently arrived immigrants quickly learned that, like citizenship, membership in the
white race could not be assumed but had to be earned. One did not receive the rights of American citizenship because one was white but rather the reverse: one was white because one possessed such rights. Thus, the process of immigrant assimilation—as citizens, Democrats, Americans—was also a process of assimilation into whiteness.

The most striking example of this process was the Irish, not because their immigration experience was unusual but because they were escaping a land from which they had suffered something akin to racial oppression. One of the most discriminated-against ethnic groups in antebellum America, Irish immigrants were not guaranteed admission into the white club. As historian Noel Ignatiev argues, the Irish sought to assimilate by allying themselves en masse with the Democratic Party, by forming the bulk of the modern police force, and by fighting to join labor organizations. But the prerequisite of entrance into these institutions was proof of whiteness, which implied a commitment to the degradation of African Americans. Thus, the Irish took up anti-Black discrimination with zeal. They were at the forefront of the many anti-Black riots that convulsed the North. They also led efforts to exclude Black labor from work sites, to contain and repress Black neighborhoods through policing, and to keep Black people away from the polls in places where they were allowed to vote. Many Irish workers openly supported slavery despite the antislavery efforts of respected Irish independence activists such as Daniel O'Connell. These actions were the on-the-street supplement to the legal disfranchisement of Black persons; their intent was to show white citizens that the Irish deserved racial standing. The Irish struggle for white citizenship was an eminently political battle, the outcome of which, Ignatiev argues, "was not the inevitable consequence of blind historic forces, still less of biology, but the result of choices made, by the Irish and others, from among available alternatives. To enter the white race was a strategy to secure an advantage in a competitive society." It was so important to become a citizen in the Jacksonian era in part because it was so important to become white. Once conjoined, the two identities were practically interchangeable.
Like any social system, the white-citizen/Black-slave quadrangle could not fit all persons into its prefabricated containers. So that free Black persons would not form an exception to the rule, they were deliberately degraded by law and custom below all those defined as white and pushed down toward slavery. Though nominally free, Black men and women remained potentially enslaveable, since the fugitive slave law put the burden on them to prove they did not belong to any master who might claim them. The infamous Dred Scott case of 1857, in which the Supreme Court ruled that the Black person has no rights that a white person is bound to respect, settled any question of free African Americans' status, placing all Black people firmly below the status of any white.\[^{41}\]

None of this meant that membership in the white club was without its costs. As Roediger points out, for Northern workers in the early 1800s, "to be white was both an urgent necessity and a lifeless burden." It guaranteed standing but it was a cultural straitjacket that cut white workers off from their preindustrial past, from connections to Black workers and American Indians, and ultimately from their very humanity.\[^{42}\] It must also be said that whiteness was no guarantee of prosperity. White standing, as Ignatiev notes, meant that members of an immigrant ethnic group could enter the labor market as free laborers rather than indentured servants, that they could compete for all jobs instead of being confined to certain ones, and that their entrepreneurs could operate outside of a segregated market. It meant they had the right to vote and be elected, to hold positions in the Democratic Party political machine, to be tried by a jury, to live wherever they could afford, and to spend their money as they pleased. These are not signs of prosperity, only its prerequisites. The price the Irish and other immigrant groups had to pay to earn them underlines the exploitation they endured in this country. Nevertheless, they quickly determined that becoming white—not so much by looking white as by proving themselves sufficiently anti-Black—was the best way to escape their miserable conditions and become American citizens.

Black people's participation in the political and social order, then, was not simply a matter of inclusion and exclusion. The white-citizen/Black-slave relation stood at the center of American democracy like a
village square. In order for whites to be "independent citizen-earners" (to use Shklar's phrase), all Black persons had to be thrown down as a mass below all whites, irrespective of class, gender, or other social distinctions. African Americans held up the glass floor, giving whites (especially poor whites who had little else) something to fear, despise, and look down at. This sense of superiority confirmed their standing as citizens in a democratic republic.43

**Tocqueville and the Two Inevitabilities**

White citizenship, then, reconciles racially oppressive practices with democratic ideals. This is reflected in Alexis de Tocqueville's classic account of antebellum democracy, *Democracy in America*. Rogers Smith contends that the book is the quintessential example of a text that brackets racist traditions from democracy.44 But in fact it does no such thing. Rather, in Tocqueville's *Democracy* as in Jackson's democracy, slavery and racial prejudice are tangents to the greater story of expanding equality not because Tocqueville brackets them but because he recognizes that white domination makes equality possible. Tocqueville saw little contradiction between the spread of egalitarian ideals and the practices of slavery and racial oppression because white citizenship reconciles them. Indeed, there would be no contradiction until slaves and abolitionists made one.

Based on Tocqueville's travels to the United States and Canada during Jackson's presidency, *Democracy* is a tale of societies (European no less than American) transforming themselves into democracies. Equality, not distinction, is the watchword of these new republics. Throughout both volumes of the book, Tocqueville grapples with an emerging new world whose template is America. As a young aristocrat, he approaches this world with anticipation and trepidation. At times he has great faith in the future; at other times it seems the world has gone mad.

Where are we, then? Men of religion fight against freedom, and lovers of liberty attack religions; noble and generous spirits praise slavery, while low, servile minds preach independence; honest and enlightened citizens are the enemies of all progress, while men without patriotism or morals make themselves the apostles of civilization and enlightenment! Have
all ages been like ours? And have men always dwelt in a world in which nothing is connected?\textsuperscript{45}

Regardless of his mixed feelings about this transformation, he regards it as inevitable. "\textit{[T]he gradual progress of equality is something fated. The main features of this progress are the following: it is universal and permanent, it is daily passing beyond human control, and every event and every man help it along.}"\textsuperscript{46} Nevertheless, there is one place where "the gradual progress of equality" is completely halted: race relations. He discusses this in the longest chapter of either volume, "Some Considerations Concerning the Present State and Probable Future of the Three Races that Inhabit the Territory of the United States."

Tocqueville counts three "naturally distinct, one might almost say hostile" races in America: whites (also referred to as Anglo-Americans), Negroes, and Indians.\textsuperscript{47} The majority of the chapter is devoted to the degraded condition of the African and Native races.\textsuperscript{48} Tocqueville generally treats American Indians as part of nature and as distinct from civilization. \textit{Democracy} begins, for example, with a description of North America’s first inhabitants and its geography, essentially regarding Indians as a part of the physical landscape. He doubts whether the advanced elements of Natives’ culture could have come from them alone; a more sophisticated civilization must have preceded them and passed its religion and language along to them. Their destruction by an advanced civilization was fated.

The Indians occupied but did not possess the land. It is by agriculture that man wins the soil, and the first inhabitants of North America lived by hunting. Their unconquerable prejudices, their indomitable passions, their vices, and perhaps still more their savage virtues delivered them to inevitable destruction. The ruin of these people began as soon as the Europeans landed on their shores; it has continued ever since and is coming to completion in our own day. Providence, when it placed them amid the riches of the New World, seems to have granted them a short lease only; they were there, in some sense, only waiting.\textsuperscript{49}
Tocqueville, however, is far from seeing Indians as entirely depraved. He certainly sees nothing to justify their wholesale slaughter by white settlers. He criticizes the state's role in their expulsion and extermination, particularly the role of state governments. Furthermore, while he sees Indians as the counterpoint to civilization in certain ways, he does not doubt that they could join and fully participate in Anglo-American culture if they wanted to. Unfortunately, Indians are too free and too proud to accept the kinds of dependence that civilized society requires of its members, and so they choose to suffer rather than assimilate. Indians refuse to adapt to modern society, so they will be destroyed by it.50

Tocqueville is less charitable toward African Americans. Unlike Indians, who face doom because of their stubborn independent spirit, Africans' future on the continent is threatened because they are servile and dependent. Tocqueville condemns slavery as a great evil and considers it to be the primary cause of Black people's degradation rather than their "nature." Nevertheless, slavery has so degraded Africans' intelligence and soul that they no longer know how to be free.51 At the same time, because slavery brings white and Black people into close daily contact (whereas Western expansion drives whites and Indians apart), the fate of Black and white Americans is uniquely intertwined. "The Indians die as they have lived, in isolation; but the fate of the Negroes is in a sense linked with that of the Europeans. The two races are bound one to the other without mingling; it is equally difficult for them to separate completely or to unite."52

Tocqueville resisted the rising trend of scientific racism in the 1830s led by his friend, the Count Joseph-Arthur de Gobineau. While Gobineau believed that a person's character derived from unchangeable racial characteristics and that such characteristics organized people into hierarchically ordered races, Tocqueville continued to insist that the environment was the predominating influence on a person's character and behavior.53 Tocqueville's rejection of scientific racism, however, did not prevent him from judging other cultures inferior to European civilization. It is also clear that he somewhat fears Native and African Americans, particularly slaves. As George Fredrickson has persuasively
argued, Tocqueville’s views on Black people were strongly influenced by advocates of colonization, and he absorbed that movement’s negro-phobia. Yet in spite of this, Tocqueville was one of a shrinking number of whites and Europeans of his day who recognized the humanity of Native and African Americans.

Tocqueville’s ambiguities on race are well documented in the secondary literature. He is a contested figure because of them—and because he is one of the few theorists of the political theory canon to write extensively on American race relations. He is both hailed as an early critic of America’s racist betrayal of the principles of the Declaration of Independence and criticized for holding to an ideal of a homogeneous republic in which there is no place for Native or African Americans. He is held to be both antiracist and negrophobic, an agitator against slavery and an advocate of forced labor, one who sympathized with the slaves while doubting they could ever become whites’ equals. The debate is anachronistic, however, for Tocqueville held all of these positions. His firm belief in the impossibility of racial equality never disrupts his faith in the inevitable spread of equality. These positions appear contradictory to post-Herrenvolk eyes but not to Tocqueville or his white contemporaries. Taking white citizenship for granted, they saw no necessary tension between equality and white domination, for as a Jackson Democratic slogan read, “Negro’s Elevation Means Your Degradation.”

Tocqueville argues that there are two possibilities regarding the fate of whites and African Americans, who “face each other like two foreign peoples on the same soil.” Either they “mingle completely” or “they must part.” Tocqueville does not believe the first option is a real possibility. Ironically, the only thing that could possibly get Black and white people to “mingle” in democratic America is a despot. As long as America remains a democracy, no one, he insists, would dare attempt to bring about social equality. Indeed, “the freer the whites in America are, the more they will seek to isolate themselves” from Black and Native peoples. It is not just that race is the one terrain where the march of equality will not tramp, he implies; it is that equality and white supremacy are symbiotic. As the fervor for equality deepens, so does racial
conflict. In essence, Tocqueville makes the startling claim that while equality is an inevitable trend in the United States, racial equality is incompatible with its democracy, since only a despotic regime can bring the races together. America will have democracy or racial equality, but it will not have both. The implication of Tocqueville's argument is that the United States is democratic and white supremacist simultaneously, and that there is no necessary contradiction between the two.\textsuperscript{59}

Tocqueville's famous critique of the tyranny of the majority further explains how equal citizenship and racial oppression went together in the Jacksonian era. One of Democracy's principal themes is the middling tendency of democracy. Democracy eliminates the highs and lows of aristocratic society. There is no nobility but there is no valor; there is no monopoly of control of art but there is no great art; there is free speech but there is no original thought. In the sweep of the equality of conditions it becomes nearly impossible to distinguish oneself from the mass. Hence the danger that mass opinion could overwhelm the public sphere is very real. But as Tocqueville recognizes, one form of majority tyranny was already realized in the Jacksonian era: white tyranny. In the chapter "The Omnipotence of the Majority in the United States and Its Effects," he asks a Pennsylvanian why free Negroes cannot vote in a state founded by Quakers and known for its tolerance. The person retorts that there is no such law preventing Negroes from voting; they have that right. Why don't they show up at the polls, then, Tocqueville asks. The gentleman answers that Negroes do not vote because they are intimidated from doing so by the white majority, which is prejudiced against them. Tocqueville blurts, "What! The majority, privileged to make the law, wishes also to have the privilege of disobeying the law?\textsuperscript{60}"

As the anecdote shows, white citizenship is built into majority rule. Herrenvolk democracy functions through a combination of democratic decision-making by white majorities and extralegal practices of terror, such as those involved in preventing Black men from voting. The white majority not only makes the law but decides whether, how, and on whom it will be enforced. White tyranny does not contradict the democratic will but is an expression of it.
Tocqueville, then, was not contradicting himself in recognizing two "inevitabilities" in American democracy. The inevitable progression of equality occurred simultaneously with the inevitable increase of racial prejudice because the elaboration of equality and liberty depended on racial oppression. *Democracy in America* reflects the fact that the white citizen in the age of Jackson contained both inevitabilities within his or her breast. Tocqueville writes, "The southern American has two active passions which will always lead him to isolate himself: he is afraid of resembling the Negro, once his slave, and he is afraid of falling below the level of his white neighbor."61 In the North, he observes, "[the] white man no longer clearly sees the barrier that separates him from the degraded race, and he keeps the Negro at a distance all the more carefully because he fears lest one day they be confounded together."62 White citizenship alleviates this fear of hitting bottom. It ensures that whites cannot fall to the level of Black people, free or slave, and that no matter how poor or mean a white person may be, she or he is, in certain respects, equal to any other white. (In his notebooks Tocqueville records an interview with a lawyer who tells him that in New Orleans, "There is not a white beggar but has the right to bully the wretch he finds in his way and throw him in the dirt, crying out: 'Get off, mulatto!'")63 Equality and racial privilege became antinomies only with the arguments of abolitionists, the appeals of free Black persons, and the mutinous plans of slaves. "It was the Negro himself who forced the consideration of this incongruity," Du Bois writes, "who made emancipation inevitable and made the modern world at least consider if not wholly accept the idea of a democracy including men of all races and colors."64 Slavery was always deplored by some as a violation of the Rights of Man, but it took the publication of David Walker's *Appeal*, the speeches of Frederick Douglass, the underground railroad led by Harriet Tubman, and the revolt of Nat Turner to raise to the level of public consciousness the notion that white domination might violate equality. But by then such domination had come to constitute equality itself.

It is to Tocqueville's credit that his argument recognizes this, at least implicitly. It is true that in his writing and in his work in the
French government he opposed social equality among white and Black people. (For example, he advocated the enforced labor of ex-slaves in the French colonies to prevent them from leaving the plantations upon emancipation.) This is a consequence of his inability to recognize the centrality of Black agency in determining Black people’s own destiny. But his negrophobia does not undermine his acute analysis of the relationship between democracy and race in the United States. Such an analysis gives many of his famous predictions their staying power. It enables him, for example, to forecast that racial conflict will last long after slavery, since the problem does not lie merely between master and slave but also between Black and white. Well after slavery is abolished, Tocqueville foresees, Americans will still have to “eradicate three much more intangible and tenacious prejudices: the prejudice of the master, the prejudice of race, and the prejudice of the white.” Tocqueville is also among the first to point out that racial prejudice is buried deep in social mores and practices. “I plainly see that in some parts of the country the legal barrier between the two races is tending to come down, but not that of mores; I see that slavery is in retreat, but the prejudice from which it arose is immovable.” Even when legally free, Tocqueville observes, the Black race is indelibly linked to slavery and a degraded status in the minds of white Americans. “Memories of slavery disgrace the race, and race perpetuates memories of slavery.” Tocqueville’s elitism and negrophobia demand criticism, but his insight that in the Herrenvolk era, white tyranny sustains democracy rather than contradicts it is profound.

**Gender and the White Citizen**

The coexistence of racial standing and equality was not the only paradox of citizenship in the Herrenvolk era, of course. Women as a class were also denied full citizenship. Indeed, they did not win the vote until 1920, fifty years after the Fifteenth Amendment granted it to Black men. Clearly, gender also has been an organizing principle of American citizenship. Denial of full citizenship due to gender shares important similarities with its denial due to race, particularly the exclusion of a category of
people based on ascribed characteristics. In many ways, male domination is rooted more deeply in the social structure than white supremacy, pervading the most intimate of human relations. Yet gender and race also function in significantly different ways in regards to citizenship. As the legal and social dependents of men throughout much of the Herrenvolk, white women enjoyed only a dependent citizenship, yet a form of citizenship nonetheless. Black people (male and female), on the other hand, were not citizens at all. They were anticitizens against whom civil society was defined. Dependent citizenship in the Herrenvolk era produced a tension between women’s desire for full citizenship and the felt need to restrict citizenship to those with racial standing. As a result, it tended to yield a call for gender equality that was compromised by the imperative to preserve the racial standing of white women and men alike.

As Carole Pateman argues, male domination functions through a sort of “fraternal contract” among men. Modern patriarchy is not so much the rule of the father as it is the rule of the brothers, in which men expressly or tacitly agree among themselves to guarantee each other’s rights, including the right to dominate women. Excluded from the fraternal contract, women are incorporated into civil society indirectly via the marriage contract, which admits them as semipolitical beings whose rights are dependent on the full citizenship of their husbands. The marriage contract incorporates women into civil society, but as dependent citizens relegated to the private sphere.70

Two pillars of dependent citizenship in the antebellum era were coverture and antimiscegenation law. Coverture is a legal practice, imported from English common law, that at marriage transfers a woman’s civic identity to her husband. A woman is “covered” by her husband’s citizenship. Under coverture, women cannot independently hold property, enter contracts, make wills, testify in court, retain earnings, or exercise legal authority over their children. The husband, in effect, becomes a surrogate for the state in the legal life of the woman.71 Antimiscegenation laws regulate marriage between people of different “races” in order to prevent “race-mixing.” They reverse patriarchal tradition by
defining the social-racial status of a child according to the race of the
mother rather than the father. Regardless of the father's race, only a
white mother can have white children while a Black mother can only
have Black children. Antimiscegenation law guaranteed the white father
that his "official" children (i.e., those borne by his white wife) were white
while any offspring due to sexual liaisons with Black women would
belong to the subordinate group, keeping the dominant race "pure."

Coverture and antimiscegenation laws subordinated female citi-
zenship to male citizenship. As a result, white women were not full citi-
zens in the Herrenvolk democracy. Nevertheless, they were still citizens.
As Linda Kerber points out, white women were issued passports, could
be naturalized, could claim the protection of the courts, and were
obliged to pay taxes. Although the dependents of white men, "White
women have been citizens of the United States as long as the republic
has existed." On the other hand, Black persons, whether female or
male, free or slave, were anticitizens. Marked by slavery, they were the
antithesis of freedom and as such stood outside of citizenship rather
than being incorporated into it, even in a dependent or derivative fash-
ion. White women's status in the Herrenvolk was defined by the pub-
lic/private split, in which society is divided into the political and social
sphere on the one hand and the household on the other and in which
women are confined to the latter. White women in the nineteenth cen-
tury endured a form of "civil death" in which they legally disappeared
into the private realm while "covered" by the husband or other male
surrogate in the public. Slavery, however, was a form of "social death"
in which the person disappears as a social being from the community
altogether. As Cheryl Harris argues, "Slaves' and 'women' were con-
istituted as subordinated categories; however, they were unequal to white
men for different, although related, reasons. The disability of race dif-
fered from the disability of gender: slaves were not free individuals, but
a class completely outside the social compact, while women were within
the polity but not the public sphere." White women stood outside
the public sphere, but slaves and free Black persons stood outside civil
society altogether.
Harris describes this arrangement as a racial patriarchy, a "social, political, economic, legal, and conceptual system that entrenched the ideology of white supremacy and white male control over women's reproduction and sexuality." Such a system functioned "by subordinating all Black people along lines that were articulated within and through gender, and all women along lines that were articulated within and through race." White women were "protected" from the "burden" of owning property by coverture laws, giving them only a derivative right to property. Black women, however, could not own property at all because they were property or (for free Black women) potentially property. Antimiscegenation laws granted white women a form of standing by default, too. Citizenship and property rights were passed down through the father's line but a child's status as free or slave (and thus white or Black) was determined by the mother's status. Accordingly, for a father's children to be indisputably free (and white), their mother by definition had to be, too. The perverse nature of racial patriarchy granted white women racial standing even as it oppressed them as women.

White women could count on dependent citizenship to provide a variety of direct and indirect racial privileges. They enjoyed favored access to certain occupations such as teaching, nursing, and clerical work. They enjoyed access to better housing, schools, and child care as well as easier access to plumbing, heating, electricity, and time-saving household appliances. They might look forward to the right to be treated like a "lady." White women who had to work (always a smaller proportion than women of color) could look forward to higher wages and occupational segregation. Their children could not be sold. These advantages were among the fruits of favored standing in the Herrenvolk era. They were clearly incomplete compared to the full menu of wages enjoyed by white men, but as Dana Frank points out, "Such women nonetheless enjoyed a sense of superiority and pride in being white." By sharing in the proceeds of white citizenship, white women came to have a stake in its perpetuation, even as they were barred from full citizenship themselves.
Racial standing compromised struggles against gender subordination because it often pit the struggle for women's liberation against the concern to preserve one's racial prerogatives. Many white women in the suffrage movement, for example, demanded equal citizenship on the grounds that granting the vote to Black men but not to "civilized" white women was an insult. They further suggested that white female suffrage would double the white vote and thereby help protect the nation against "the rising tide of color" that many whites feared in the early twentieth century. Indeed, as Aileen Kraditor notes, "This in time became the single most important argument [for women's suffrage] used in the South." The result was that when women's suffrage was finally won, it turned out to be "the biggest non-event in electoral history," as Shklar notes, because "women had adopted the dominant attitudes of their time and place . . . completely." Similarly, Paula Baker argues that (white) women fragmented politically after they won the vote in 1920 due to the lack of a distinct women's politics or culture. Unable to form a political bloc, they could not appreciably increase their power in the political system. The imperative of securing white unity across gender lines blunted the radical potential of women's political participation.

The second wave of the feminist movement continued to trip on the white problem, even among those who explicitly criticized white privilege. Marilyn Frye, for example, recognizes whiteness as "a social or political construct of some sort" and concludes that as a white feminist she must "set [herself] against whiteness" and "give [herself] the injunction to stop being white." Frye's argument is valuable as an early call for the abolition of white identity, yet she associates racial privilege entirely with white men. "Those who fashion this construct of whiteness, who elaborate on these conceptions, are primarily a certain group of males. It is their construct." White women (particularly feminists and lesbians) play an insignificant role in perpetuating whiteness, according to her, because they have few associations with white men. Frye ignores the ways in which white women perpetuate white citizenship even in a patriarchal society.
The differences between dependent citizenship and anticitizenship make it "dangerous and historically inaccurate," as Harris writes, "to suggest that the position of Black women and white women, even white women who were not economically privileged, were functionally equivalent." Scholars and activists are increasingly calling for analyses that illuminate the intersections of race, class, and gender. It is indeed vital to understand how these forms of power interact. Yet as Harris indicates, the attempt to demonstrate the interconnections of multiple forms of power sometimes obscures these relations rather than illuminates them. In emphasizing the similarities in how gender, race, and class function, the distinct character of each form is often downplayed. When this occurs, Patricia Hill Collins argues, intersectionality can perpetuate a "new myth of equivalent oppressions" by tending to treat race, gender, and class as identical experiences. In the United States, she points out, race has been more salient than gender or even class in the lives of Black women. Treating gender and race as functional equivalents, therefore, discounts a primary experience of Black women. "Although this approach [intersectionality] is valid as a heuristic device," she argues, "treating race, class, and gender as if their intersection produces equivalent results for all oppressed groups obscures differences in how race, class, and gender are hierarchically organized, as well as the differential effects of intersecting systems of power on diverse groups of people."

Given this, a critique of the white citizen is preferable to a critique of the white *male* citizen in the context of this book's argument because the former distinguishes between dependent citizenship and anticitizenship and therefore better captures the hierarchical manner in which race, gender, class, and citizenship intersect. As Evelyn Brooks Higginbotham argues, race in the United States is a "metalanguage" that "resounds over and above a plethora of conflicting voices." As a consequence, dependent citizenship and anticitizenship intersect, but the former has been refracted through the prism of the latter. "Despite the predominance of patriarchal rule in American society," bell hooks stresses, "Racism took precedence over sexual alliances in both the white world's interaction with Native Americans and African Americans, just
as racism overshadowed any bonding between black women and white women on the basis of sex. Although white women were not full citizens, they were white citizens. White citizenship is gendered, but it is not exclusive to one gender.

This is not to say that white women's oppression was insignificant. Racial patriarchy in the Herrenvolk placed unique burdens on white women. Punishments for miscegenation were much harsher for them than for any other group, since they bore the burden of racial purity. The Naturalization Act of 1907, for example, actually stripped a white woman of her citizenship if she married an "alien ineligible for citizenship," such as a Chinese immigrant. The effect of antimiscegenation law was to restrict access to white women's bodies to the husband alone while it generalized access to Black women's bodies to include the white owner and possibly other males. The sexual abuse of Black women was essentially decriminalized, while the sexuality of white women was rigorously policed. The result was different types of subjugation—white women were the private property of their husband or father while Black women were the public property of men—but subjugation nonetheless. Just as white men's complicity in the racial order provided privileges that ultimately undermined their ability to challenge class domination, white women enjoyed racial standing at the cost of weakening their position from which to confront gendered and class forms of power. The tragic price was paid for in political defeats, compromised victories, and a stunted political imagination.

**The Limits of the White Imagination**

The Herrenvolk democracy's pernicious effect on the white imagination was noted by Tocqueville. Slavery makes white men lazy, wasteful, hedonistic, and aggressive. It "enervates the powers of the mind and numbs human activity." It makes white men scorn labor, because labor is something slaves do, and it makes masters aristocratic in their temperament. As others have noted, the white political imagination compels whites to try to evade exploitation rather than confront it, to scoff at manual labor as being beneath them, and to seek pleasure outside of their labor rather
than through it. It generates scorn among slaveholding women, who must remain "pure" (and silent) as their mates rape their slaves. The racial order, in other words, shapes the way whites see the world. In particular, it affects what Sheldon Wolin calls political vision. Political vision or imagination serves three functions. First, through exaggeration and extravagance it allows us to see things that might not otherwise be apparent. The state of nature, for example, allows Hobbes to show his readers the basic presuppositions on which a political order rests, even though he acknowledges such a condition never really existed. Second, political vision provides a view of society in its "corrected fullness" that renders complex political phenomena comprehensible. Marx could not know or explain every detail and subtlety of capitalism, but he abstracts important phenomena to draw a picture that generally explains how capitalism works and its effects on humanity. Finally, political vision is the means by which we criticize the values of society and transcend them by imagining a new society and better values. It is this third function that has been so deformed by white citizenship.

The distortion of white citizens' political imagination is one of the central lessons of Du Bois's *Black Reconstruction*. Du Bois contends that slavery and anti-Black discrimination were defended by the white worker because "it fed his vanity because it associated him with the masters." By tying their beliefs, actions, and aspirations to the planters, poor whites were able to look down on slaves and later the freedmen. But the cost, Du Bois argues, was the inability to see Black people as fellow workers exploited by the same system and abolition and Reconstruction as labor struggles that had profound implications for whites' freedom as well. Du Bois calls this tragedy of history the "American Blindspot." The labor movement, which logically should have been a force for greater democracy, refused to recognize that slavery and racial discrimination compromise the political power of the entire working class. It was determined to see Black labor as an enemy and so refused to include Black workers—free or slave—in its ranks. The consequence was that the American Blindspot drove a wedge between black and white labor such that "there probably are not today in the world [Du Bois is
referring to the 1930s] two groups of workers with practically identical interests who hate and fear each other so deeply and persistently and who are kept so far apart that neither sees anything of common interest.97 This is not to say that class conflict between white workers and capitalists was nonexistent or that white workers did not engage in democratic struggles. Du Bois recognizes that poor whites had ambivalent feelings toward slavery and many even opposed it. Nevertheless, when they engaged in class struggles, it was often to defend or build upon their standing. Poor whites struggled against planters and industrialists, but the hard-won gains they extracted too often took the form of racial privileges.

The "American Assumption" (Du Bois's term for the American Dream) accompanies the Blindspot. The Assumption that any ordinary person can become wealthy through hard work and thrift, Du Bois asserts, gave birth to a shallow definition of freedom limited to economic opportunity, the absence of government interference in private ventures, and the right to elect public officials.98 The Assumption presumes that the community is an obstacle to individual freedom rather than its conduit. So, for example, public assistance that does not appear to be "earned" by the individual becomes a "handout" indicating dependence rather than independence.99 By downplaying the structural aspects of economic failure, it resists any form of wealth redistribution, whether it is forty acres and a mule, a welfare check, or the redistribution of opportunities through affirmative action. By embracing the Assumption and its negative conception of freedom, Du Bois argues, the labor movement encouraged poor whites to strive to become capitalists rather than challenge capitalist exploitation. In turn, "capitalists not only accepted universal suffrage but early discovered that high wages in America made even higher profits possible; and that this high standard of living was itself a protection for capital in that it made the more intelligent and best paid of workers allies of capital and left its ultimate dictatorship undisturbed."100

The white citizen's political imagination tends toward a limited notion of equality as well as freedom. In the Herrenvolk democracy, rich
and poor whites alike were hostile to the notion of “social equality” because it implied both radical economic transformation and equality with Black people. By definition, the Herrenvolk could not consider social equality as racial equality, but it also could not consider social equality as economic democracy because the redistribution of wealth would require breaking up the cross-class alliance between white labor and capital that guaranteed both accumulation and whites’ privileges. Condemnation of one form of equality led to condemnation of the other, as white citizens saw “in every advance of Negroes a threat to their... prerogatives.” Thus, a fervent desire to prevent social equality, no less weak in the North than in the South, stamped the polity, driving whites into a collective madness. White parents in the antebellum North pulled their children out of school and swore they would rather their children grow up in ignorance than have them sit next to a Black pupil. Devout Christians denied themselves religious instruction rather than share a pew with a Black parishioner. Southern towns in the 1960s drained their community pools rather than integrate them. Postal workers crossed out the “Mr.” and “Mrs.” and other titles of respect on envelopes addressed to African Americans. White women refused to relieve themselves in factories lacking segregated washrooms. Labor radicals demanded “stomach equality,” which would equalize wealth but leave white supremacy intact. In the antebellum era, many such actions and proclamations were rounded out with a public condemnation of the abolitionists for promoting social equality or “amalgamation.” A mob sometimes ensued. It is no wonder civil rights workers were frequently called “communists” by segregationists. As symbols of social equality, both civil rights and communism stood as threats to the Herrenvolk democracy; both had to be purged from American citizenship.

The burden of racial standing undermines the very vision of the white citizenry, disfiguring its notions of democracy, freedom, equality, and what to expect from politics. If James Baldwin is correct that a more democratic society requires “the most radical and far-reaching changes in the American political and social structure,” then he is surely correct that the white citizen is an obstacle to such changes, for “white
Americans are not simply unwilling to effect these changes; they are . . . unable even to envision them. " Whiteness, then, does not simply exclude some persons from enjoying democratic rights. It does much more: it produces a particular conception of democracy that not only denies active participation and social equality but cannot even imagine them. 

The tragic aspect of the white political imagination is not simply its refusal to consider the possibility of a society where all races can live together in peace and equality. As the dominant group, the white race is by definition aggressive and inegalitarian. (As Marx puts it, slavery made whites "filibusters by profession.") Further, the white political imagination is not able to recognize that the advancement of "whites" depends on the advancement of those who are not white and that so long as the dark world is degraded whites will be, too. The democratic problem is not the refusal to envision a society free of all exclusions based on race or other social distinctions. The tragic limitation of the white imagination is that a people imagined itself white at all.

2. The Problem of the White Citizen


4. By "African" I refer to those persons brought from Africa (directly or indirectly) and their descendants, or those whose African ancestry was considered preeminent by their community. By "English" I refer to those who immigrated from Britain and their descendants, or those whose British ancestry was considered preeminent. The labels do not describe all settlers. The terms "Black" and "white" are inappropriate until around 1700.


9. Antimiscegenation laws, first written in the early 1660s, were a response to the significant number of relationships between African men and European women. Martha Hodes, White Women, Black Men: Illicit Sex in the Nineteenth Century (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1997), 28–31.


12. This position is a contested one. Some historians argue that perceptions of difference in color, culture, and religion held by the English toward Africans at least since the 1500s led the English to immediately distinguish themselves from Africans in a way they did not from other foreign peoples. These innate prejudices, they argue, marked Africans as permanently different and inassimilable into English civilization and led to the system of racial slavery and Black degradation. Thus, they contend, racism actually preceded slavery, not vice versa. This argument, however, falters on two grounds. First, it cannot explain what turns ethnocentrism, a common enough phenomena, into a system of racial oppression. Even if the English were prejudiced against Africans from the first contact for reasons of skin color, religion, or culture, it was by no means inevitable that this prejudice would lead to a social system of white domination and the creation of a white race. There is no reason why the English people’s perception of difference from Africans, however strong, would inevitably drive them to group themselves in a single “race” with Spaniards, Germans, Russians, Poles, French, and even the hated Irish. Second, the documents colonial historians rely on to address the relationship between slavery and race were written by colonial elites. Thus, they say little about how poor Englishmen and -women saw Africans. It seems just as likely that the rash of laws between 1660 and 1690 designed to separate the poor into Black and white groups were passed because prejudice was waning among poor English and African colonists as it was due to innate racial prejudice. For statements of the “racism before slavery” perspective,

13. Most of the historians I rely upon, excluding Allen and possibly Bennett, share an essentialist conception of race. That is, they assume the biological preexistence of races, though the power or status of each race had yet to be determined in the colonies. My point, with Allen, is that power and status created the races themselves.


15. Though Native Americans were considered something like a separate race by 1630 and many of the statutes that degraded Africans included Indians as well, most historiography concludes that anti-Indian attitudes and policies were less significant to the construction of white identity than anti-Black ones because Native Americans, while not considered "civilized" by English Americans, were still considered free, making them a poor counterpoint to white identity. Jill Lepore, for example, argues that an American identity (as distinct from an English identity) was constructed in the Jacksonian era through the image of the "free" Indian and against the image of the "slave" African. This conception of "Indianness" reflected white chauvinism, of course, and actual Indians continued to be killed and racially oppressed, yet Indianness was crucial to the formation of American identity in a way that Blackness was not. "The Indian" helped construct an ethnic American identity in the Jacksonian era and alleviated white Americans' inferiority complex in relation to England. "The African," on the other hand, helped construct a racial white identity. Jill Lepore, The Name of War: King Philip's War and the Origins of American Identity (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1998). Other historians, however, argue for a more central role for Indian–colonist relations in the history of racial formation, placing the West and the trope of conquest (the drawing of lines and the allocation of power and meaning to those lines) at the center of American history and racial formation rather than the South and slavery. See Patricia Nelson Limerick, The Legacy of
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